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Where’s My Oasis?
The Search For the Ultimate Social VR Experience

by Stephanie Greenall
Steven Spielberg’s ‘Ready Player One’ Has Earned Over $500 Million Worldwide; It Is Now Available on Blu-ray

B

efore Gunters were scouring the
Oasis for clues in Ernest Cline’s
fantasy gamer novel, Ready Player
One, Captain Picard was playing a private investigator on the Enterprise’s
Holodeck in Star Trek: The Next Generation.
While I find myself cringing every
time “holodeck” is used to describe
virtual reality -- currently on my list
of overused VR buzzwords -- it’s one
of the places my passion for the
technology originated from. The idea
that you could be transported into
a new environment and be able to
interact with objects physically is the
ultimate sci-fi fantasy. But for this
to become a full-fledged reality, it’s
going to take a little more time and
a lot more work. From sophisticated
forms of AI (artificial intelligence)
to increased advances in machine
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learning, there are a number of stars
that will need to align before the
construction of the holodeck begins.
But what about Ready Player One’s
Oasis?
The VR rigs depicted in the book and
the film are similar to ones that have
been circulating industry events and
gaming arcades for years. Everything
from head-mounted displays to
omnidirectional treadmills gives the
impression that the Oasis could be an
attainable version of the ultimate VR
experience. While the technology is
an essential element to the creation
of this much sought after world, the
driving factor to its success will be a
social one.
As a social species, we gravitate
towards communities -- whether
they are online or offline. Platforms
like Facebook have created a social

media organization around how
people connect and have ingrained
themselves into the daily lives of
their users. The video game industry
thrives on massively multiplayer
online (MMO) gaming with titles like
Call of Duty and World of Warcraft. But
where will virtual reality land on this
social plane?
If we rely on pop culture references
to lead the discussion, we could
be left with fearful masses who
conjure up a dystopian vision of users
plugging themselves into the matrix.
Fear not my friends, Social VR is so
much more than head-to-toe vinyl
catsuits and long black coats that are
in constant danger of getting caught
in revolving doors.
Three years ago I made my first
expedition into the realm of social
virtual reality with the help of
www.novo.press
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AltspaceVR allows you to hang out with real people in VR. For a list of their upcoming events check out https://
account.altvr.com/events/featured
AltspaceVR. Introduced at the TAVES slightly gimmicky or not, it turned
Consumer Electronics Show, I was out to be quite practical. Breaking
intrigued by the potential of digital down the physical distance allowed
meeting spaces and how people were anyone in the world to attend. The
using them to connect. The platform groom actually made a crack that a
contains a variety of virtual spaces guest had finally made it to one of
where users from around the world their weddings. Without a physical
can meet, play games, watch videos, location to travel to, guests didn’t
and attend live events all from the have to worry about the long lines at
comfort of their own home. While I customs, airplane food, or having to
missed Drew Carey and Bill Nye when wear pants. I’m not going to lie, if I
they hosted events on the digital had the option to attend some of the
stage, there were others that I had weddings I’m invited to via my HTC
the pleasure of meeting. One avid Vive, I totally would.
Although I did attend meetups
Altspacer I spoke with had carved
out more than just a place to play but and conferences in AltspaceVR, I
a place where she could come alive. preferred Rumii when it came to my
Suffering from a debilitating disease, professional needs. Referred to as
she was unable to leave her home, ‘collaboration VR,’ Rumii focuses on
and that left her feeling extremely business and education. I recently
isolated from the outside world. attended Merging Realities, a
AltspaceVR was able to provide her conference put on by Lethbridge
with not only daily social interactions College in Alberta and presented in
but the ability to play with her VR by Rumii. The lecture hall setup
kids again. Doesn’t sound like the allowed the avatars to “take their
dystopian future you were expecting? seats” in the audience while the
Designed to bring people together, presenter was located at the front
AltspaceVR hosts a variety of events, with full control of the presentation
but there was one that took the screen. I was able to jump in and
virtual cake. Last year I had the out of my headset for different talks
pleasure of attending the world’s and interact with the speakers and
first wedding hosted in VR. The happy other attendees. Conferences can be
couple from Wales opted for less than time-consuming and extremely costly
traditional nuptials (to say the least), -- particularly when they are out of
but whether you think this was town. Therefore, Rumii is the ideal
www.novo.press

setup for when you want to continue
working but also want to drop into
a conference for a couple of hours
to catch a talk or network with your
peers.
Now when it comes to having fun
with friends in VR, there are a number
of games, experiences, and platforms
to try. Much like AltspaceVR, the Rec
Room virtual reality community (by
Against Gravity) -- reminiscent of Wii
Sports -- offers a virtual playground
with a variety of activities to test out.
What I love about Rec Room is that
by gamifying tutorials/tasks it forces
you to interact with other users.
When I first started exploring different
social VR platforms, I found initiating
social interactions nerve wrecking-which is odd because offline I am a
complete extrovert. However, not only
do they make the transition into a full
fledge Rec Room user easy but some
of the games are downright addicting.
While the majority of VR experiences
and platforms can be used without
pants, I would strongly suggest
grabbing a pair of khakis if you’re
planning to test out The Void.
Unfortunately, you won’t be able
to give this a go at home. The Void
is a whole-body, fully immersive
location-based VR experience. Within
the confines of a specially designed
stage, The Void incorporates a
NOVO 9
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This Co-op Quest is part of the Rec Room social video game that allows you to team up with your friends to
defeat JumboTron and his army of robots with laser guns. How fun does that look?
combination of hardware with motion
tracking, haptic feedback, and special
effects that allow users to explore
and interact with the environment.
It might not be the Holodeck, but it
sure is getting close to the Oasis.
When this immersive theme park was
announced at the Wearable Sports
& Entertainment Toronto (WEST)
conference in 2014, I practically
charged the stage out of excitement.
If you’re interested in seeing what
location-based VR is all about, I would
recommend checking out this mindblowing experience with a couple of

friends.
Although I am optimistic about
the future of social VR, there is an
assortment of issues that need to
be addressed. High-end systems
like the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive
don’t come cheap, and you will also
have to invest in a gaming computer
that will have enough juice to power
the headset. If you’re not an earlyadopter or completely VR-obsessed,
you probably won’t be dolling out the
dollars for a high-performance system.
But there is still hope when it comes
to quality VR exposure. With VR

arcades on the rise, places like The
Void and House of VR can showcase
the capabilities of today’s tech. In
addition to exposing people to the
magic of immersion, they are helping
to manage user’s expectations. The
industry has come a long way, but
we are far from acting out our sci-fi
fantasies.
Well, the search will continue, and
it’s going to take a while, but in the
meantime, I will transport my avatar
across the metaverse in search of the
ultimate social VR experience. Maybe
I will see you there?

The Void offers different VR experiences around the world, like this Ghostbusters Dimension game in Toronto.
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How to Build a Great Sounding
2-Channel System for $5,000
Excellent Sound Can Be Achieved Without Breaking the Bank

by Douglas Brown

A

s an audio reviewer, I’m privileged to hear some obscenely
expensive 2-channel audiophile gear.
It’s FAR too easy to spend breathtaking amounts of money on the
hobby of high-end audio. Sometimes
audiophiles remind me of death-row
inmates who just don’t know when
it’s time to quit. If you’re strapped
into the electric-chair, does it make
any sense to douse yourself in kerosene and set the chair on fire like a
Buddhist monk circa 1966-era Saigon
only seconds before the prison warden flicks the switch and barbeques
your sorry arse into ashes? No… of
course not.
Similarly, it’s much harder to show
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financial restraint and some common
sense when putting together a
2-channel audiophile stereo system.
When friends come over to see and
hear my systems, the #1 question
I get is: “If I had a $5,000 budget
to invest into high-end audio, what
should I buy?”
In this article, I’ll make a few
recommendations as to how new
audiophiles can put an entry-level
2-channel stereo system together
that will be musical, engaging, and
emotionally satisfying for about
$5,000 US. To do so, you’ll need to
invest in four components: a source,
an integrated amplifier, a pair of
speakers and cabling.

The Source

The first thing a budding audiophile
needs is a good quality music source.
Much like water, if the purity of the
audio signal coming from the source
is hopelessly polluted, there’s no way
to purify it farther downstream. Most
modern music systems are centred
around a source that can play digital
files from online music services,
your home network and your smart
phone. Many music lovers also have
an analog source - as in the good old
turntable - and of course a lot of us
still have large CD collections.
The go-to music source component
these days is a digital music player
www.novo.press
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/ streamer. In this category, Sonos is a
brand hugely popular with music fans for
all the right reasons. The Sonos Connect
is a component capable of streaming
music from just about every online music
service you can think of, streaming internet
radio, and playing files wirelessly from your
home network as well as your phone. Its
functionality is controlled completely by a
smart phone app. At $350 US, not only is it
a bargain, it offers one of the best graphical
user interfaces available in the digital source
component category. Just be aware that in
order to extract the very best performance
from the Sonos Connect, you’ll need to use
its digital output and feed it to a good digital
to analog converter (DAC).
Of course, as with any audio component,
the sky is the limit and better performing
units are offered from other manufacturers.
A few years ago, Cambridge Audio unleashed
a beautiful sounding streamer called the CXN.
I reviewed this unit a couple of years ago. At
$1,400, for what it offers, it’s a phenomenal
audiophile bargain. This streamer has been
called the best music streamer in the £500£1000 price range by What HiFi? magazine
in 2016 and 2017. Sony also released a very
well regarded digital player a few years ago
called the Sony HAP-Z1ES High-Resolution
Audio HDD Player ($1,999 US).
Some great music streamers are also
available from Yamaha, Onkyo, Denon and
Bluesound.
If you’re into vinyl records, I’d budget
between $750 and $1,000 for a turntable,
tonearm and cartridge. Gold Note makes a
very musical, high-value turntable called the
Valore 425 Lite ($950 US), which comes
with a tonearm, but you’ll have to pick up a
cartridge separately. Rega and Music Hall
both make a number of excellent entrywww.novo.press

level plug’n’play ‘tables which come fully of all of your CDs and other digital sources.
set-up and are immediately ready to play
Integrated Amplifiers
your records. In particular, Rega’s P3-24 is
a favourite with 2-channel newbies. Why…? Most serious audiophiles with 6-figure
Simply because, as one’s budget allows 2-channel stereo systems once started with
for improvements, after-market upgrades entry-level integrated amplifiers. Why…?
and superior sounding Moving Coil (M/C) ‘Cause the cost savings over buying a precartridges can be swapped in and out amp + power amp (Pre/Power) combination
without too much trouble.
is considerable. Here I’d budget $900 to
I still own a 1999-era Rega Planar 25 $1,500 for a musical sounding integrated
turntable with the RB-600 tonearm. Just amp.
shy of 20 years since I bought the beast,
Yamaha makes a killer performing A-S801
I’ve upgraded every single part in my integrated amplifier ($899 US). In a review,
P25, including: the ball bearing, spindle, the Absolute Sound magazine said that “the
sub-platter, platter, internal wiring, the Yamaha A-S801 looks good, sounds splendid,
tonearm’s counter-weight, and the original and has a long list of useful features at a
M/M cartridge to a FAR better sounding M/C. price that makes it a flaming bargain!”. At
These parts upgrades have dramatically the NOVO magazine, we had the pleasure of
elevated the sound quality of my P25 listening to Yamaha’s higher end A-S2100
turntable’s original set-up. After two freakin’ integrated amplifier in 2017 and we
decades, five presidents, and 14 or 15 house absolutely loved it because its performance
moves, my P25 still creates a jaw-dropping punched far above its asking price. There’s
sound. And, unlike most Presidents, it’s no question that Yamaha has made a huge
always a pleasure to listen to.
comeback in HiFi over the last several years
Other great turntables you should consider and developed some wicked sounding amps,
include the Pro-Ject 1Xpression Carbon with several models well below $1,500.
Classic Turntable ($999 US), Clearaudio
Back in the autumn of 2015, I reviewed
Concept ($1,800+ US) and the Marantz TT- Cambridge Audio’s phenomenal CXA80
15S1 ($1,499 US).
integrated amplifier. Priced at $999 US, for
If you own x-number of CDs and want to the quality of sound, compatibility, and ease
build a larger collection, many glorious of use, it is a stunning bargain. A number of
sounding budget CD players are available my friends have bought the CXA-80 too. And,
from audiophile companies like Cambridge to this day, not one of them — not a single
Audio, Arcam, and Rega. I’d allot about $750 one — has expressed any regret in doing
and search online at second-hand audio so. In fact, they universally say: “Since I
re-sale sites like Canuck Audio Mart or bought the CXA-80, I find myself listening to
Audiogon for a decent sounding CD player a lot more music and feeling a much deeper
with a digital out. Why a digital out? As your emotional connection to the songs I love.”
audiophile journey continues, you’ll be able
And that, at essence, is what high-end
to hook said CD player up to a stand-alone audio gear should do: it should give you far
outboard DAC; which, farther down the road, greater musical satisfaction and allow you to
will dramatically improve the sound quality connect on an emotional and spiritual level
NOVO 15
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with the music you love. Whether
you’re into Pink Floyd, Prokofiev, L7,
or Lesbian Dopeheads on Mopeds
matters not. A better sounding
integrated amplifier will bring you
a much deeper and more satisfying
musical experience.
Other noteworthy integrated
amplifiers
we
recommend
considering include the Arcam
SA10 ($1,000 US), Arcam SA20
($1,300 US) and NAD C 368 ($899
US). If you’re willing to stretch
your budget a little further for an
integrated amplifier, check out the
wonderful sounding Roksan Audio
K3 ($2,000 US) - the review is
featured in the latter pages of this
issue - or the Hegel H90 ($2,000
US).
Speakers

In the $1,500 price range, you should be
looking at loudspeakers from KEF, Bryston,
Totem, Audiovector, Triangle, Monitor Audio,
Focal, B&W, PMC, Dynaudio and Paradigm each of these brands has excellent offerings
in this price range.
One of my favorite speakers to recommend
is KEF’s LS-50 stand-mount monitor - a
phenomenal sounding speaker. Montrealbased Totem Acoustic is well known for
making some of the most musical sounding
speakers in the business. The Totem
Rainmaker has long been a part of the
company’s family of speakers and offers
an amazing performance to value ratio.
However an even better choice is the Totem
Sky, a bookshelf speaker that will surprise
you with just how large and energetic of a
sound it can produce. We have also long
loved the dynamic, detailed sound of various
Monitor Audio speakers. The company offers
a couple of speakers that fit very well into
a $5,000 music system - the Monitor Audio
Silver 100 ($1,049+ US) and the Monitor
Audio Gold 50 ($1,799 US). Audiovector
from Denmark produces a great entry-level
speaker series called the QR Series, and
the QR 1 bookshelf model ($1,175 US) is
a perfect starter speaker to satisfy your
desire for high quality sound. French speaker
maker Focal also produces some fantastic
sounding speakers under the $1,500 mark.
The Focal Aria 906 ($1,499 US) offers a
luscious sound that is hard not to love.
If you can afford to spend slightly more and
don’t mind buying a used speaker, Reference
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3A’s MM DeCapo BE is another incredible
sounding bookshelf monitor. Priced on
second-hand used markets around $2,000,
it offers electrostatic PRaT (Pace, Rhythm,
and Timing), out of a stand-mount box
speaker.
CABLING

The last item on our list that’s needed to
complete your entry-level $5,000 2-channel
stereo system is cabling. Nordost, Cardas,
Kimber Kable and Audio Sensibility offer
a number of ‘bang-for-the-buck’ options
in interconnects, speaker cables, power
cables, and A/C power conditioning.
High-end audio components come with
detachable A/C power plugs and RCA jacks
for a reason: the manufacturers expect
audiophiles to upgrade the power cords to
far better sounding ones.
Much like a five year old picking up a tuba
for the first time and expecting to hear a
mellifluous Mozart sonata emerge from the
other side, using the stock cables that came
with your high-end audio components isn’t
going to produce the most desirable results.
In fact, poor cabling will completely waste
the sonic potential of your valuable audio
gear.
I recommend reading Suave Kajko’s “The
Journey to Higher Quality Audio with Nordost
Leif Cables” 3-part series of articles to get
a better sense of what you can expect from
upgrading your cables. The third part of this
series is featured inside this very issue, and
you can find the first two parts at www.novo.
press.

You wouldn’t leap out of plane wearing a
bargain parachute or use FibreGlas Pink
insulation as toilet paper. God above please
prevent the horribly painful and itchy end
results of doing that. So why would you use
cheap cabling?
If, in the short-term, your budget won’t
allow for higher-end audiophile cables, then
start with the stock cables. But… seriously:
do yourself a favour and upgrade the throwaway cords as soon as possible. Better
cables will allow your gear to create far
more sound from your 2-channel system
and also generate a much deeper emotional
connection with the music you love.
Beyond suggesting some brands and
specific products, the best advice I can give
you is to try before you buy. Everyone’s ears
and music tastes are different, therefore
HiFi components and speakers will sound
different to everyone. Some might prefer a
warm, natural sounding presentation when
listening to music. Others might opt for a
hyper-detailed system capable of producing
a soundstage with a pin-point accuracy. One
thing is for sure, it is always best to do some
research, read some reviews and - most
importantly go to a local retailer and listen
to several systems. If you build your music
system well, it’ll provide you with many years
of enjoyment. For in-depth shopping guides
for music sources, integrated amplifiers,
speakers and cables, I invite you to check
out the Buyer Guides section on www.novo.
press.
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GAIA isolation are precision machined
to provide a high degree of speaker
isolation. The IsoAcoustics patented
design resists lateral movement and
oscillation to maintain alignment with
the listening position and provide greater
clarity and focus. Internal reﬂections are
attenuated resulting in a sound stage
that blossoms open.

... the biggest improvement in sound
“I have
ever heard on the system. Better
than changing cables or electronics,
the noise ﬂoor was lower, the focus was
better, and the bass went deeper.
Harry Weisfeld, Foundateur,
VPI Industries
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The Journey to Higher Quality Audio With Nordost Leif Cables
Following the Ideal Path to Upgrading Cables. Part 3 of 3:
USB Interconnects and Speaker Cables

by Suave Kajko

I

recently watched English indie band ALT-J
perform at Echo Beach in Toronto and what
an incredible sonic and visual experience this
was. Their unique style of singing makes it
near impossible to make out any of the lyrics
but that didn’t prevent me and all the other
concert goers from singing along. The moment ALT-J hit the stage and started playing
their first song, the hairs on the back of my
head stood up. I danced the night away with
my friends and some 5,000 other ALT-J fans.
It was an unforgettable night that I’ll remember for a long time to come.
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While it’s impossible to fully replicate
the performance and atmosphere of a live
music show at home or on your headphones,
those who truly love music strive to come
as close as we possibly can. Getting there
means selecting the most musical audio
components you can afford and connecting
them with good quality cables that allow
the signals to flow between them, without
adding or subtracting anything to the sound.
Welcome to part 3 of a 3-part series in
which I take you on a step by step journey
during which I suggest the best order of

upgrading OEM cables and explain what
improvements in sound you should hear
with each step. For the purpose of this
series I selected the Nordost Leif Blue
Heaven range of cables because it delivers
tangible benefits, it is attractively priced,
and offers excellent value for your money.
If you followed my advice in the previous
two issues of NOVO, your music listening
experience should have jumped up a couple
of levels. If you missed parts 1 and 2, you
can read them on our website at http://novo.
press/the-journey-to-higher-quality-audioNOVO 19
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with-nordost-leif-cables and http://novo.
press/the-journey-to-higher-quality-audiowith-nordost-leif-cables-part-2-of-3.
What order should you upgrade cables in?
The best method is to follow the power /
signal path: start with the power cords, then
replace the interconnects and last but not
least the speaker cables.
In parts 1 and 2 of this article, I upgraded
the stock OEM power cords and analogue
interconnect cables with the Blue Heaven
power cords and interconnects. These
upgrades allowed me to achieve a
considerably better sound out of my system.
I was presented with a quieter background;
crisper, extended high frequencies; and
tighter, more articulate bass frequencies.
The vocals and instruments had an improved
20 NOVO

presence, while the width and depth of the
soundstage increased. The combined result
was a sound that was more natural and
musical, a few steps closer to what I’m used
to hearing at a live performance.
With the power cords and analogue
interconnects upgraded, it was time
to turn my attention to the digital USB
interconnect and the speaker cables. To
refresh your memory, my test setup included
a: ModWright Instruments LS 100 preamp
and KWA 100 amp; Jeff Rowland Continuum
S2 integrated amp; Raidho C 1.1 speakers;
Sonos system; Bryston BDA-1 DAC; and Gold
Note Giglio turntable. While I normally use
higher-end Nordost and Skogrand cables
with these components, the great thing
about using high-end audio gear with entry-

level cables is that the gear is so transparent,
it allowed me to truly “hear” the performance
of the cables.
Think that all USB cables sound the same
because they transmit a digital signal?
That’s what I used to think as a budding
audio enthusiast too. That is, until I was
enlightened by listening to demos at audio
shows and trying USB cables in my own
system. The Blue Heaven USB 2.0 digital
interconnect cable ($249.99 US, 1 meter,
type A to B) sports four conductors, precisely
wound, double shielded with carefully
chosen dimensions to optimize digital signal
transmission. Nordost’s proprietary FEP and
Micro Mono-Filament construction ensure
low dielectric loss, while minimizing cable
www.novo.press
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induced timing errors - something
that is essential for good quality
digital playback.
With the Blue Heaven USB cable
in place, between my laptop and
the DAC, I was rewarded with a
further lowered noise floor, which
resulted in a wider soundstage,
with more precise positioning. This
improvement was most noticeable
with well recorded acoustic albums,
jazz and classical music.
The
ability of a music system to paint
an expansive soundstage is a
characteristic that I place a lot of
value on, because a system’s ability
to properly resolve the instruments
and vocals within a soundstage can
go a long way to making recordings
sound closer to live performances.
Another couple of benefits I heard
from the upgraded USB cable, were
increased texture and a more natural
decay in vocals and instruments.
Thanks to these, both instruments
and vocals sounded closer to
what you expect to hear in real
life, deepening the music listening
experience.
For the final stage in the cable
upgrade journey, I upgraded the
standard “spool” speaker wires in
the test system to the Blue Heaven
speaker cables ($734.99 US, 2 meter
pair, banana plugs). The flat profile
of these cables isn’t just for looks,
this design is Nordost’s answer to
low resistance, capacitance and
inductance, which are common
limiting factors of traditional
speaker cable designs. This cable’s
geometry and conductor spacing
reduces dielectric effects, which in turn
allows them to achieve a greater dynamic
response, phase accuracy and detail when
playing music.
Completing the cable loom with the Blue
Heaven speaker cables pushed the sonic
envelope another few notches forward and
brought refinement to just about every
improvement that each of the previously
upgraded cables offered individually. All of
the recordings I listened to offered copious
amounts of musical details and played with
outstanding dynamics. Florence + the
Machine’s “MTV Unplugged” album sounded
remarkably musical and filled with emotion.
It took me back a couple of summers when
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I saw Florence Welch live at the Molson
Amphitheatre in Toronto. With the speaker
cables in place, her voice sang with an
improved presence, revealing finer subtleties.
Guitars and other string instruments also
presented increased degrees of texture.
Classical pieces such as “Holst: The Planets”
on the other hand sounded larger and richer,
and as a result more engaging and lifelike.
Everything about the musical presentation
sounded more refined and realistic.
But all good things must come to an end.
Writing this article was a bit of a quest
back in time for me, back to the days when
I was absorbing knowledge like a sponge
about high-end audio and building my first
proper music system. The fact is that even

14 years into publishing a magazine about
audio, I’m still learning new things about
audio all the time. I hope that sharing my
knowledge with you has opened your eyes
to just how important of a role cables play
within an audio system. You could purchase
the best audio components in the world
but if you connect them with lousy cables,
you’ll never be able to hear their true sonic
potential. If you’re looking to step up the
performance and enjoyment of your music
system, give the Nordost Leif Blue Heaven
cables a try - your ears will thank you and
your feet will make you dance. To learn
more about Nordost cables, check out www.
nordost.com.
www.novo.press
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The Shifting Cultural Acceptance of Privacy Invasion
How We Allowed A Handful Of Companies Access to Our Most Personal Information

by Aaron Binder

“R

efrigerator, how much do you know
about me?”
15 years ago, the idea of handing over all your
personal data to a cloud-based refrigerator
seemed a foreign concept yet today we live
in the era of the smart fridge, smart speaker
and smart toilet. Smart homes have become
affordable for an increasing number of people
and with these advancements, considerable
questions about convenience and privacy.
In recent years we’ve simply accepted
that the companies, from hardware
manufacturers to Facebook, have been
protecting our data the way they’ve claimed.
But with explosive developments like the
Cambridge Analytica data breach and Mark
Zuckerberg’s subsequent deposition on the
subject, there may be a need for further
protections.
With a variety of daily use devices and
appliances connected to the internet,
we’ve been given far more control over our
capability to get the fridge temperature just
right. Part of this convenience has come
at the price of handing over tracking and
preference data to businesses – anytime
www.novo.press

you click Agree, even on a refrigerator, you’ve
likely agreed to anonymously share your data.
Usually it’s worded as a way to help them
improve customer service and products and
that’s probably true.
But what happens when it’s a Personal
Virtual Assistant or Artificial Intelligence
tracking and monitoring your usage? Does
the line between personal privacy and
corporate responsibility look different when
the Agree button is constantly learning,
adapting and shifting?
The Decade of Clicking Agree

Amazon’s Alexa, Google Home and a host
of others are vying to keep your life hasslefree as you agree to a broad set of data
collection terms. Our seemingly mundane
coffee preference, fridge temperature or
laundry settings may not mean much right
now. As as we begin to integrate more
Virtual Assistants into our lives though, the
capability for these platforms to influence
our purchasing decisions and even grand life
choices becomes more apparent.
Many groups of people and individuals

have railed against government surveillance
and potentially intrusive practices since
pretty much the dawn of government. An
oppressive state is a fear for many and
increasing reality for others, aided by the
acceptance of corporate surveillance.
The very allowances we’ve begun to give
corporate giants are, in many cases, what
we’ve been telling our governments to stop
monitoring.
Track personal healthcare
expenditures better? No thanks, Big Brother.
Get an extra 100 gems in Candy Crush in
exchange for giving your age and gender to a
third-party vendor that may or may not be a
government agency? Yes please!
The last decade has featured an ongoing
progression of more allowances, monitoring
and daily integration of these technologies
into our lives. As we’ve become more reliant
on technology to perform daily tasks, we’ve
also found ways to make this technology
perform tasks more easily. Who isn’t into
telling a Sonos speaker to skip your least
favourite Led Zeppelin song without having
to get up and manually press a button?
Soon, it may be an AI skipping it for you
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using predictive technology. That same
AI may also begin to monitor your body’s
rhythms to determine the best time for
baby-making. It may seem intrusive to some
but to others it’s a heaven-sent gift.
Modern tech giants like Google, Amazon
and Facebook have all made our lives more
convenient, efficient and consumer-oriented.
When Apple first launched the iPhone there
were a few scant voices talking about how
the smartphone revolution would join hands
with decreased personal privacy in the
digital world.
Just over a decade later and those few
voices have been washed out in a sea of
millions repeating “Alexa, can you search
Youtube for the latest funny cat video?”
Clicking Agree has become commonplace
and the biggest benefit offered to
corporations is that most people consider
it a nuisance, something to hurry through,
regardless of the content within the
agreement – cue the Human Centipad
episode of SouthPark.
In just over a decade we’ve seen a huge
discussion on privacy usurped by the desire
for convenience and while these concerns
still exist, it doesn’t seem we’re turning
back anytime soon. In fact, we’re more
likely to see far deeper integration between
human, corporation and AI.

next best thing. Especially for folks in later
stages of life that may not have the mobility
to leave home often, an AI with a personality
could help reduce the impact of loneliness.
Looking forward to future generations,
the impact of screens and online
interaction brings up questions that
previous generations couldn’t have even
comprehended. The generation currently
coming up in Western and emerging nations
don’t know life without screens. Very soon,
Virtual Best Friends
this generation won’t know life without a
Earlier on it was complex algorithms Virtual Assistant, once companies start
which would be broken down by humans developing more complex personalities for
using specialized software to determine these assistants, they’ll become part of the
categories, demographics and preferences. family.
By the time they start to have families,
The first iterations of smart home technology
these
Assistants will be entrenched in
still relied on educated guesswork and
almost
every facet of home life – a virtual
disparate technologies trying to work
butler,
helping
with homework, perhaps even
together. Today, simply saying “Alexa” or
“Hey Google”, brings a host of home control helping solve family arguments. This brings
options. So what about the next step of an with it another huge host of questions far
Artificial Intelligence becoming not just like above and beyond the current hot topic - ‘is
Alexa listening to me?’
a family member but your home?
Will ads even look and sound the same?
Physical manifestations of AI like Google
Instead
of displaying a pop-up, a company
Home and Amazon Alexa have put an
innocuous face to the practice of data may simply employ a more passive
collection but offer an incredibly heightened technique in tandem with your personal AI.
in-home experience. Not only can these AI’s “Jennifer, I noticed you have an appointment
make life simpler, they’re also capable of at your doctor today at 3 before dinner at 5.
learning living habits. Leaving for work? An This is close to Target which has a sale on
AI can reduce the temperature in your house, shoes today, do you want me to schedule 30
lowering the pressure on power grids and minutes for shopping?”
turning you into an AI environmentalist.
Dystopian or Utopian?
Loneliness, anxiety and social distance
all become easier to handle with a friend by While companies (especially Google)
your side. If you don’t have a social network claim to be doing no evil, the lines will
though, a Virtual Assistant may become the continue to blur between personal privacy
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and convenience. Do many people care
that Alexa or Siri is constantly listening?
Probably not.
As I was weighing the convenience vs
privacy argument for this article, I contacted
a friend of mine that doesn’t quite live offgrid but uses the internet once or twice a
week from a remote Mexican village. Her
take on the privacy issue is: “As long as I’m
clicking agree, I’m giving my consent. I figure
if humans feel it’s getting out of hand, some
human rights organization would author
a document to offer us more protection. I
think I’m more apathetic than I used to be.
I know I’m being watched and everything I
type into Google is profiling me…but I don’t
really care.”
This is likely the answer most would
give, especially when contrasted to the
recent, truly incredible advancements in
AI functionality. There are few that would
trade in Google Home after experiencing just
how robust it can be. How much does your
refrigerator know about you? Probably not
much right now but in coming years when
a fully integrated home AI comes stock, it’s
going to know just how many times that ½
litre of cranberry juice is going to make you
pee over 2 hours.
AI technology will continue to develop
quickly and as more consumer applications
come into play, we will all have the option
of a fully integrated, personality-driven
friend linked into all our devices. There is no
question our daily lives will be made easier
by these AI but the question I’ll leave you
with is this – how comfortable are you being
listened to 24/7 by a corporate agent?
www.novo.press

Adventures in Sound with the
Totem Tribe Tower Speakers
by Suave Kajko
EXCEPTIONAL

CHOICE
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T

otem celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2017 with
a cosmic bang - the company introduced some phenomenal new speakers, demonstrated them at numerous
trade shows and hosted a series of intimate events. For
the occasion, speaker rock star designer Vince Bruzzese
managed to develop the Sky Tower, the Tribe Tower, a full
series of KIN Architectural in-ceiling speakers and the
commemorative Signature One speaker. He’s been a man
hard at work, along with the rest of his team.
I listened to the Totem Tribe Tower speakers for the
first time when the Montreal-based speaker maker
demonstrated them at the TAVES Consumer Electronics
Show in October of 2017. The striking exhibit room
was filled with people and noisy conversations and yet
the brief listening session inside the room captured my
attention like no other at the entire show. There was
something energetic, seductive and fun about the sound
of these speakers that pulled me deep into the music and
made me want to listen longer. The fact that these were
among the most beautifully styled speakers at the show
only made them more attractive. Yes, there were far more
exotic and expensive speakers at the show that sounded
amazingly musical, but like a tractor beam straight out
of a sci-fi film, Totem’s Tribe Towers had locked on to me
and wouldn’t let go. I knew right away that I had to listen
to these speakers in the comfort of my own home and so I
asked Totem if they could send me a pair to listen to after
the show. But Totem decided to keep me in suspense
for several months - it wasn’t until May of 2018 that the
speakers finally arrived at my house. Luckily, thanks to
my girlfriend’s love of Netflix crime shows, I do enjoy a
little suspense in my life.
There are lots of reasons to get excited about the
Tribe Tower speakers. To start with, these speakers are
gorgeous - just look at them! Their modern, geometric
design makes them a perfect candidate for the cover
of a home decor magazine. Interior designers, custom
installers and folks that have an eye for high-design
will find these speakers very easy to place in any home
environment. Rather than concealing them, as you might
be inclined to do with traditional looking speakers, you’re
more likely to think of how to best utilize them like
pieces of fine art to enhance the look of the decor in the
room. Shiny or flat? The Tribe Tower comes in a choice of
four finishes: satin ($5,300 US; white or black) as well as
gloss ($5,800 US; white or black, with WBT connectors
in an annealed plate). The cabinets are designed without
any parallel sides, which not only give the speakers a
distinctive, monolithic-sculpture appearance but the
design also serves a practical purpose - the lack of
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parallel lines dissipate the distortion that
causes standing waves inside the cabinets.
Acoustically, this is a big benefit. From an
interior designer perspective, the Tribe
Towers have a couple more tricks up their
sleeves. Their slim profile and compact
footprint means they’ll fit easily into just
about any room in your home. And unlike so
many high-end speakers that are very finicky
with placement, Vince says that these
speakers will sound great in just about any
position.
But their beauty isn’t just skin deep,
these speakers are designed to offer an
outstanding musical performance. The Tribe
Towers are equipped with much of the same
technology developed for Totem’s Tribe OnWall speakers and high-end Element series.
The Element series have long been one of my
favorite speakers from Totem, albeit their
price points don’t make them accessible
to everyone.
Perhaps the greatest
technological achievement of the Tribe
Tower is the dual array of Totem’s proprietary
4-inch Torrent woofers. These woofers are
derived directly from the Tribe III On-Wall
speaker and do not require a crossover,
which significantly simplifies the audio
path and results in a cleaner, more accurate
sound. These Torrent woofers have been
specially modified to match this speaker’s
new cabinet, whose design follows the
cabinet shape of the Element series. Sitting
atop the woofers is a 1.3-inch soft dome
tweeter, mounted in a resonance controlling
metal faceplate.
When the speakers arrived at my house,
I opened the boxes with the enthusiasm
of Bart Simpson ripping into a Butterfinger
candy bar, and set up them up immediately.
Finally they’ve made it to my house!
I hooked up the Tribe Towers to my Jeff
Rowland Continuum S2 integrated amp
and started by spinning up a few 90s rock,
alternative and hip hop albums, taking me
back to my high school days. A journey
back in time, like this, is so easy these days
thanks to streaming music services. Oh, the
beautiful memories this brought back - my
shoulder length, jet-black hair (which has
mostly ran away), my first car (an 80s Ford
Mustang; no not the cool V8 model, the 4
cylinder version with faded gray paint), my
Yamaha electric guitar and my first notexactly high-end Kenwood audio system.
Luckily most things have changed for the
better since my high school days, including
the musical fidelity at which I enjoy the music.
Many of these 90s albums were actually
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recorded quite well but my equipment at the
time simply wasn’t capable of that kind of
performance.
Playing these albums through the Tribe
Towers exposed the music’s true beauty
and scale. The vocals of Kurt Cobain, Eddy
Vedder, and Noel Gallagher sounded warm,
genuine, and full of emotion. Tracks from
various Beastie Boys albums sounded
powerful and energetic. The Tribe Towers
produced a clean and expressive midrange
which made vocals and instruments sound
very natural. Voices sang melodically, while
string instruments offered a realistic sense
of texture. The high frequencies sounded

crisp and detailed, without being etched or
tiring. Bass lines on rock albums played
tunefully and offered great articulation.
Overall, the Tribe Tower presented me with
a lush and musical sound that was a great
pleasure to enjoy.
If you enjoy pop, hip hop, or music that’s
bass-driven in general, you will be very
pleased with the full-bodied bass from
these speakers. The Tribe Towers punch
well above their size in the bass department.
Despite the compact cabinets, these
speakers are capable of reaching remarkably
low frequencies without breaking a sweat.
And it’s not just a boomy, single-note bass
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that so many other small speakers are guilty
of. The Tribe Towers demonstrated that
they have an excellent grip and control of
the bass frequencies. As a result, the bass
notes played with a richness and energy
that made these styles of music a joy to
play. You know a speaker is very special
when it has the power to get you out of our
seat and dance around the room - that’s
exactly what happened to me just about
every time I listened to the Tribe Towers.
Every single family member and friend that
I played music to, commented on just how
great the bass sounded. This only helped to
confirm my own findings. If you love music
with a good bass, you’ll definitely love these
speakers.
The Tribe Towers may look like divas,
but they are actually refreshingly easy to
work with, in terms of placement in a room.
Many high-end speakers are very finicky
and require great attention to placement in
order to achieve the best sound. The Tribe
Towers on the other hand are very forgiving
and versatile. They offered a great musical
performance when placed close together,
spaced far part, in a small room, and even
in my large, L-shaped open-concept flex
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room. They also sounded great when I didn’t
sit directly in front of them and that makes
them a perfect speaker if music makes
you dance. Just as importantly, these
speakers managed to seriously energize
even my largest room, offering the sense of
not just listening to music but feeling and
experiencing it, no matter where I stood in
the room.
Does your taste in music lean more toward
jazz, blues or classical? Recently, as I
continue to expand my musical horizons,
I’ve been on a journey to learn more about
classical music, with a little help from my
good friend and NOVO contributor Phil Gold.
Listening to classical pieces from Beethoven,
Handel, Dvorak and Vivaldi, demonstrated
just how good the Tribe Towers were at
creating a three dimensional sonic image.
Their excellent imaging allowed me to hear
instruments positioned precisely behind
the speakers, as well as far off to the sides
of the speakers. To me, soundstaging is
paramount in a speaker - it’s one of the
factors that differentiates a good speaker
from a great one. The Tribe Towers were also
capable of clearly delineating the different
layers of the music. I could easily focus

my attention on individual instruments
or sections of the orchestra, and hear the
nuances that each offered. Dynamics were
also impressive from a speaker of this size.
When the balance shifted from quiet musical
passages to loud, room-filling moments, the
Tribe Towers were always up to the task.
There is no other way to put it - the Totem
Tribe Tower is a knockout success. The
musician inside you will love it for its sound,
while the interior designer inside you will
adore its timeless beauty. With a price of
$5,300+ US it’s not a speaker you’ll find in
a big box store but it’s also not out of reach
to whose looking for a high performance
speaker that will bring them many years
of joy. To me, it’s worth every penny of its
asking price and more. After 14 years of
publishing this magazine, it’s not that easy
to impress me, yet this speaker managed to
do so in spades. There are lots of great audio
products out there, but only once in a blue
moon I meet a product that is as special as
the Tribe Tower - that’s why I’m pleased to
present it with the NOVO Exceptional Choice
award recognition. There’s simply nothing
quite like the Tribe Tower. Well done Totem!
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Gold Note
P-1000 Solid State Preamplifier

A

s audio goes, line stages are a dodgy
undertaking. In any 2-channel audio
system, a preamp is the central connecting
‘hub’ between source components and amplifiers. The sound quality (or lack thereof) of
any stereo system is highly dependant on
the quality of the preamp. Get the design,
engineering, or aesthetics wrong in this
component, and there’s nowhere to hide. I’ve
heard far too many line stages that sounded
as incoherent and unfocused as a drunken
one-legged tightrope walker trying to cross
two skyscrapers during a windstorm.
Based out of Firenze Italy, Gold Note
is renowned for fabricating ultra highend turntables, tonearms, phono stages,
amplifiers, and top shelf audio components.
The company recently launched its new
flagship P-1000 solid state preamplifier
(MSRP $6,250 USD) and I got my hands on
a review unit.
DESIGN & FEATURES

The P-1000 is a Class-A preamp with six
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discrete gain stages that uses a high-end include either a phono stage or a headphone
Alps optical encoder volume pot (also known amp. A digital input and an internal DAC can
a volume potentiometer or volume dial). Four be installed for an extra $1,000 USD.
Gold Note also offers a number of outboard
of the six gain stages are dedicated to the
balanced XLR circuits. Two are devoted to upgrades for the P-1000. These include: two
the RCA circuits. Its internal power supply different valve (tube) output stages (the
utilizes three transformers: one for control Tube 1006 & 1012) which connect to the
tasks and two for dual-mono audio. The balanced (XLR) *tube output* plugs; and
unit’s individual gain circuits are designed to two higher echelon power supply units (the
keep all signals separate, minimize possible PSU 1100 & 1250). As I wasn’t supplied with
distortion, and extend linear bandwidth. The any of these upgrades, I cannot comment on
P-1000 also has a color TFT display that their sonic efficacy. Still, it’s good to know
noticeably heightens the unit’s ‘cool’ factor. that these upgrades are readily available.
The P-1000 comes with four unique sound
No one does fashion and design like Italians
and the aesthetics of this preamp proudly modes, all of which can be bypassed. These
include: one, a ‘pure mono’ mode to enhance
reflect that sophisticated heritage.
The P-1000 has 10 independent stereo the sound of old mono recordings. Two, a
inputs: 5 fully balanced sets of XLR inputs ‘channel inversion’ mode which swaps the
and 5 pairs of RCA jacks. It has three outputs: left and right channels. Three, a ‘phase shift’
one pair of balanced (XLR) plugs; one set of mode that inverts the absolute polarity from
single-ended (RCA) jacks; and one pair of 0° to 180° to compensate for CD players
balanced (XLR) *tube output* plugs. A mini- that invert phase. And four, a two stage
USB port comes standard to handle future ‘bass boost’ function that increases the dB
software downloads. This preamp does not level in the low bass.
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My P-1000 review unit
came with a gorgeous
black-anodized brushed
aluminium finish. A color
TFT screen is positioned
to the left side of the
front panel. If desired, the
display can be turned off.
Moving from input to input
and changing modes was
easy and intuitive. The
individual inputs are
forever titled XLR 1 to
RCA 5 and cannot be renamed to personalize the
unit.
PERFORMANCE

The P-1000 has an
analog bass boost at
45Hz with two gain levels:
2.5dB and 5dB. Although
an amp will have to have
sufficient headroom to
use it, I found the booster
to be invaluable. Instead of needing to buy
a $5K+ level subwoofer, the bass boost
energized the low end without negatively
impacting coherency or resolution.
In my 2-channel systems, the 2.5dB gain
setting created a seamless top-to-bottom
sonic coherency that no outboard subwoofer
I’ve yet tried ever has. This booster could
potentially be THE solution for anyone with
flagship bookshelf monitors or dodgy room
acoustics who’s seeking more weight and
energy in the low end.
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I conducted a number of double-blind tests sustain, and decay of individual guitar and
with the P-1000 and a half-dozen solid piano notes had exceptional clarity and
state and vacuum tube preamps. Depending provided profound musical insight.
on the valves used, tube preamps tended
Doom-laden and more adrenalized than
to be warmer and rounder sounding. The Hulk Hogan after he’s consumed a bucket
Gold Note’s sonics were more dynamic and of extra-crispy chicken and a 6-pack of
immediate though; especially in the mids caffeinated energy drinks, Cathedral’s 1996
and highs. The P-1000 also had excellent masterpiece Supernatural Birth Machine
PRaT, superb soundstaging, and striking showcases a dozen rampaging metal songs.
resolution. It created a tremendous depth They say that pressure creates a diamond.
of field, textured micro-dynamics, and a Well open crack the jewel case on this CD,
sublime musicality. In particular, the attack, ‘cause it’s a freakin’ gem. Featuring the
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landmark tracks ‘Stained Glass Horizon’,
‘Cyclops Revolution’, ‘Fireball Demon’, and
‘Suicide Asteroid’, this album writes an
unabashed love letter to Black Sabbath’s
early 1970’s stoner-doom sound.
Through the P-1000, Garry Jennings’
rhythm and lead guitar lines savaged
through every track on Machine with so
much texture that his guitar tone was
practically tangible. If you like what guitarist
Tony Iommi did with Sabbath from 1969 to
1978, you’ll (probably) fall in love with the
opulent rhythms, echoing atmosphere, and
screaming guitar solos on this record. For all
intense headbanging porpoises (sic.) this is
a near-perfect metal album. And the P-1000
recreated the majesty of Cathedral’s sonic
gospel of unrelenting doom with striking
timbral accuracy, superb PRaT, and an
organic musical purity.
Any audiophile worth his or her salt knows
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who Patricia Barber
is. Outside of the jazz
world, though, her
albums have all the
unbridled commercial
appeal of a public
Tabasco sauce bikini
wax. Still, her 1998
release Modern Cool
is one of the best
sounding jazz records
— and, concurrently, one of the most
astonishing musical performances — ever
recorded.
A few years ago I saw Barber play in
Toronto at a small jazz club. Her performance
knocked me to the moon. Stated succinctly,
there isn’t a better jazz pianist / singer alive
and working today. She is sheer talent on
loan from God.
With the P-1000 preamp, I heard the
soothing warmth of Barber’s husky voice
come to life in my own home. Her sultry
vocals imbue Cool with an unnervingly
sexual tone and feel. I heard and felt the
echoing resonance of the bass, guitar
lines, and percussive accents hang and
echo within a precise three-dimensional
space that few — if any — preamps have
ever so successfully reproduced in my
listening room. As I listened intently, I was

transported back to that jazz club where I’d
seen her play live. The sound of Gold Note’s
line stage was that realistic and believable.
It was like being at a live show.
With its new flagship preamp, Gold Note has
effectively silenced the critics. Built like a
brick autopsy, the P-1000 is an aesthetically
gorgeous, intuitively user friendly, and
articulate solid-state preamplifier. Although
its $6,250 USD asking price firmly places
it in the luxury class of audio components,
its connectivity, 4 different sound modes,
and numerous upgrade paths make it worth
every cent of its asking price. In particular,
I found the ‘Bass Boost’ to be a pragmatic
solution for rooms and speakers lacking lowend weight and energy.
Gold Note
www.goldnote.it
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Gold Note P-1000 Solid State
Preamplifier
Price: $6,250 US
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REVIEW
by George de Sa

Roksan Audio
K3 Integrated Amplifier

R

oksan Audio Ltd. was founded over 30
years ago in London, England. The company’s name was derived from ‘Roxana’, the
daughter of Persian King Darius, as opposed
to “Roxanne”, the catchy song by The Police. I know, I know, you’re now humming it
– sorry. Getting back to that Persian influence; in the case of Roksan, it goes beyond
the company name and carries on through to
product styling as well as some of the model
names. Why this Persian connection? Turns
out that the original British founders of Roksan were themselves of Persian decent and
hence, the company understandably bares
this heritage. Since the company’s founding, Roksan has changed a few hands, most
recently in 2016 the company was acquired
by Monitor Audio. Today, Roksan produces a
full gamut of audio products including: turntables, phonostages, cartridges, CD players,
amplifiers (pre, power and integrated) as
well as cables and accessories. Currently,
Roksan’s lineup of integrated amplifiers includes three models, each at a different tier
with the most affordable being the K3 integrated amplifier ($2,000 US).
DESIGN & FEATURES

The K3 integrated amplifier is the first
Roksan product that I’ve had a chance to
review, though I’ve appreciated hearing a
number of Roksan products over the years at
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dealers and audio shows. Though technically
being Roksan’s entry-level integrated, the
K3 sure doesn’t come across as entry-level
anything. Lifting its 14 kg / 31 lb body
will immediately convince you that the K3
means business. This integrated amplifier
feels impressively solid, like a chunk off
the K3 (Broad Peak) mountain, where I
expect it takes its name from. The rocklike metaphor continues to apply to the K3’s
1/4-inch aluminum faceplate, which comes
across almost as if honed from stone, given
its texture. You’ll find a neat arrangement
of chrome buttons on this face, which give
a reassuring click when depressed. The
volume control looks the part but doesn’t
feel as robust as you would expect, given
the rest of the K3 build. Most impressive
are the K3’s connectivity features; offering 5
line level RCA inputs, 1 moving magnet phono
input, 1 Bluetooth input, Home Theatre bypass, five-way shrouded left/right speaker
binding posts, stereo preamp output and a
front 3.5mm headphone jack. A compact,
yet nicely styled remote is included, though
it lacks backlighting for in-the-dark listening.
On the specification side, the K3 has a
very impressive class-leading 140 Watt-perchannel / 8 Ohm power rating, doubling to
220 Wpc into 4 Ohms. No doubt the K3’s
oversized 550 VA ultra-low noise toroidal
transformer and 5 regulated power rails are

to thank for the generous power capability.
Distortion is rated very low at under 0.005%
(1 kHz / 8 Ohm), which is just amazing for an
integrated amplifier at this price point.
PERFORMANCE

I evaluated the Roksan K3 using a MOON
by Simaudio 280D DAC / digital player,
streaming music from my PC and Tidal HiFi.
The analog source was my resident VPI
Scout turntable with a Dynavector 10x5 MC
cartridge. Nordost Heimdall 2 interconnects
and power cord with Zavfino (by 1877
Phono) Prima-OCC speaker cables were
used, along with a Nordost QB8 powerblock
and AC Sort Kones. The primary speakers for
this evaluation were my Monitor Audio Silver
6G 300 towers, borrowed from my hometheatre system.
I started my listening tests by evaluating
the K3, with my MOON 280D DAC/streamer
connected via the analog RCA jacks. Using
Tidal HiFi, I dialed up “Ho Hey” from the
Lumineers self-titled album. The Roksan
K3, playing through the Monitor Audio Silver
300 loudspeakers demonstrated wonderful
speed, agility and dynamics. There was
punch and vibe, without any harshness, even
at high volume levels. The K3 / Silver 300
pairing was able to clearly relate the echo in
the bellows of the back-up vocals. Imaging
was well defined with appreciable depth
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and breadth. I couldn’t help
but sing along; fortunately
my sound-proofed room
contained my hound-like
hollering.
Next, I dialed in Lake Street
Dive’s “I Want You Back”
from Fun Machine via Tidal
HiFi. The opening plucks
of the bass resonated
viscerally within my room,
having very impressive
depth and weight. As Rachel
Price began to sing, I was
sold on the sultry midrange
that the K3 was able to
deliver via the Monitor Audio
Silver 300 speakers. Scale
was no problem for the
K3, in fact, it’s one of this
amplifier’s strengths, with
power to spare. Delivery
was tight and snappy paired
with a dollop of richness and
warmth. Soundstaging was
well handled with elements well defined and
separated. I was taken aback by the casting
of the back-up vocals well to the left and
right of the speakers.
Onto big male vocals, I added “House of
the Rising Sun” played by The White Buffalo
with The Forest Rangers, from the Son’s of
Anarchy – Season 4 Finale album. Large and
in-charge is what I heard. Just like the K3
mountain that this amplifier takes its name
from, the singer towered like a mountain
over me… grand and ominous, much like
my big rig. Some might think an integrated
amplifier might be a compromise in terms
of its ability to cast life-sized images… but
that’s not the case when it comes to the K3.
Substantial and masterful, the K3 delivered
all I could expect from this track.
The Roksan K3 eschews full-digital
connections in favour of APTX BlueTooth
(BT). I used my iPad Mini, running Tidal HiFi
to try out the Roksan K3’s BT connection.
Following the directions in the manual, it was
easy as pie to connect. How did it sound?
When it comes to wireless connections, the
Roksan K3’s BT performance is just fabulous.
Comparing the MOON 280D DAC/streamer’s
wired Ethernet connection to the K3’s
BT wireless connection, with the volume
levels matched, the BT performance was
shockingly good. Yes, there was some loss
of presence, atmosphere and transparency
using BT but for most listeners this would
be nit-picking. If you’re into wireless music
www.novo.press

streaming, the Roksan K3 will surely impress.
During my tests, I also put the K3’s
headphone amplifier to the test using my
Grado SR325e headphones. The 3.5mm
headphone jack was convenient, yet I’d have
preferred to see the more common 1/4-inch
type. Hooking up my headphones, I took note
of the substantial gain. The presentation
was up front and favoured density and
dynamics over subtlety and expansiveness.
Voices possessed a euphonic character and
overall I found the headphone amplifier in the
K3 quite satisfying.
Next, I gave the MM phono stage a whirl
using my VPI Scout turntable. I found the
Roksan phonostage to be full-bodied, rich
and melodious. With Art Pepper meets the
Rhythm Section, the bop and drive of this
platter was well preserved. Comparing it
to my standalone Pro-Ject Phonobox II SE
stage, I found the Roksan MM stage came
short only a tad on fine detail retrieval,
transparency and tonal complexity. The
performance of the K3’s built-in MM
phonostage was overall very good and I’m
quite sure that vinyl enthusiasts will take
pleasure in using it with turntables up to the
two thousand dollar range.
I took some time to compare the Roksan
K3 with my own Rega Elex-R, as I’m sure
many might wonder how these two British
integrated amps compare.
The Rega
portrayed a noticeably warmer and smoother
character, while the Roksan K3 clearly

demonstrated superior grip, sense of speed
and transparency, most noticeable in the
lower bass. The K3 was more dynamic and
incisive in its presentation while the Elex-R
portrayed a more relaxed demeanor. Which
you prefer would be a matter of taste.
The Roksan K3 is a fabulous integrated
amplifier that is feature packed, wonderfully
built and high performing. The K3 delivers
big sound with an energetic style. Bass,
through the K3 integrated, is punchy and
agile, making for thrilling listening sessions.
However, this integrated also provides
charming delicacy and lifelike soundstaging
that will surely captivate. Pairing the
Roksan K3 integrated with the Monitor Audio
Silver 300 loudspeakers achieves a level of
performance rarely encountered at this price
point. The Roksan K3 integrated amplifier,
true to its name, is a veritable mountain of
fun!
Roksan Audio
www.roksan.co.uk
Distributed in Canada by
Kevro International
www.kevro.com
(905) 428-2800
(800) 667-6065
Roksan Audio K3
Integrated Amplifier
Price: $2,000 US
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Audeze
LCD2 Classic Headphones

D

uring a phone interview with Evan Grimm,
Audeze’s Head of Product Training, he
admitted that when they’d released their
new “Fazor” headphone waveguide technology in 2013, they’d expected near universal
praise for the sound. Such was not the case.
Many headphone dorks, myself included,
preferred the warmth and soundstaging of
Audeze’s 1st generation LCD-2 model. In
fact, on several audiophile websites, a lot of
headphone enthusiasts voiced a passionate
preference for the sonic signature of the original pre-Fazor LCD-2 model.
Responding to consumer demand, Audeze
have done something remarkable: they’ve
released a 3rd generation version of the
LCD-2 — the new LCD2 Classic — which
seeks to return to the sound of the original
LCD-2 model. When NOVO asked if I’d like to
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review Audeze’s new LCD2C headphones, I
was more excited than Stormy Daniels’ legal
team.
DESIGN & FEATURES

The new LCD2C is Audeze’s latest pair of
the over-ear, open back, planar magnetic
headphones. The Classic utilizes a doublesided magnetic structure and an ultrathin film diaphragm. The headband is
constructed out of a powder coated springsteel arch and includes a perforated leather
headband. The ear pads are made from a
high-grade synthetic leather. The openings
are 7cm x 5.5cm and will comfortably fit any
human sized ears. The LCD2C has a 70 Ohm
impedance.
My marathon late night listening sessions
usually last for many hours. Any headphone

that causes listening fatigue or neck-strain
is a non-starter. To cut its weight, the
Classic’s “rings” are formed out of crystalinfused nylon. Earlier LCD-2 models that
used real wood rings occasionally cracked
as the wood aged and/or dried out. Physically,
the crystal-infused nylon is lighter and also
more impact and scratch resistant than
wood. Weighing in at 550 grams, the Classic
is the lightest model in Audeze’s current
LCD line. If you’re used to ultra light on-ear
headphones like Grado’s RS-1, the weight,
over-ear clamping pressure, and “seal” of
the Classic may cause some issues. I had no
problems with any of this.
To offer a discount alternative to their
higher echelon LCD-3 and LCD-4 models,
some frills have been cut from the new
LCD2C. The Classic does not come with a
www.novo.press
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protective travel case or a wood display /
storage case. Audeze does, however, sell a
hard shell Pelican case for an extra $125
USD.
The original LCD-2’s sound in the lower
frequency registers was deep, extended,
and powerful. Its textured presence and
low-end weight is a big part of what earned
the 1st-gen LCD-2 its now legendary status.
Although some audio reviewers felt that they
sounded a bit dark, most serious headphone
listeners recognized the astonishing timbral
accuracy that the LCD-2 created in the midbass and low bass. Audeze’s goal was to try
to return to the warmer sonic signature of
the original pre-Fazor LCD-2. So… how does
the Classic sound?
PERFORMANCE

The LCD2C comes with a 1.9m length
1/4” to dual 4-pin mini-XLR cable. The stock
braided 6-nines Oxygen Free Copper (OFC)
cord that Audeze bundles with the Classic
sounded fine and moving it while listening
resulted in zero cable-borne noise.
For perspective, I tried several after-market
OCC Copper (Cu) and OCC Silver (Ag) cords.
To my ears, the Classic sounded its best
when mated with a 1.5m Audio Sensibility
Statement OCC Silver headphone cable
[$449 CAD]. As budget permits, to hear the
full sonic potential of the LCD2C, I’d strongly
recommend upgrading the stock OFC cord to
an OCC Silver one.
For comparative testing, I borrowed pairs
of Audeze’s original LCD-2 headphones, LCD2 Fazor, and even their LCD-3 Fazor. [Thanks
to Bernie and Andre for these]. The new
Classic sounded very similar to the original
LCD-2. Compared to the LCD-2 Fazor, the
Classic’s sonics were warmer and had more
weight in the lower frequency registers. The
Fazor version had marginally faster transient
speed, especially with high frequency
instruments like cymbals.
Climbing higher up the sonic ladder, the
LCD-3 Fazor had less grain, better timbral
accuracy, superior separation of instruments,
and rendered vocals clearer than the Classic.
The LCD-3F also created a larger soundstage
and a more articulate sound. The LCD-3F’s
deeper resolution and smoother sonics do,
of course, come with a higher $1,945 USD
price tag.
Overall, the new LCD2C has a remarkably
similar sonic signature to the original LCD2. With Audio Sensibility’s Statement OCC
Silver HP cable installed, beneath the $1,500
USD mark, the Classic’s soundstage width
www.novo.press

and depth is the best I’ve yet heard.
The LCD2C also has an exceptionally
low distortion. Less distortion
inherently means that more sonic
detail can be heard. Even though
they have a bit of grain in the treble,
if you like Audeze’s “house sound”,
you’ll certainly appreciate the stellar
sonics that the Classic delivers for
its reasonable asking price.
Released in 1996, the Tragically
Hip’s Trouble at the Henhouse is a
fascinating collection of songs that
sound like the band was painting with
sonic textures.
Listening through the LCD2Cs, I
clearly heard the way that the Hip
layered the haunting timbral shades
of their instruments on top of one
another. With tracks like “Gift Shop”,
“Don’t Wake Daddy”, “700ft Ceiling”,
and “Let’s Stay Engaged”, Gord
Downie’s eccentric vocal intonations
were easier to understand than I’ve
ever heard them before. In particular,
the Classic let me hear the subtle sonic
nuances buried deep within the song
“Sherpa”. The way that the individual piano
notes are struck, hang, and then float
across the soundstage in lingering echoes
sent shivers down my spine.
Showcasing 15 heavy songs played at
neck-snapping speeds with a white-knuckle
death grip aggression, Sepultura’s landmark
1998 album Against mixes a plethora of
different instruments into a peppered sonic
goulash of simmering rage. Exploding with
such riveting tracks as “Against”, “Choke”,
“Old Earth”, “Common Bonds”, “Floaters in
Mud”, “Hatred Aside”, and “Reza”, Against
is a blisteringly heavy record that assaults
listeners harder than a Liberal government
tax increase. In particular, the Classic let
the airy flute solo captured on the track
“Kamatachi” soar over top of the atmospheric
drum and percussive instruments layered
underneath it with a haunting resonance.
Faced with the daunting challenge of
reproducing the spine shaking low-end
slam of this sonic masterpiece, the LCD2C
created a warm and organic sound that was
fast enough — and went deep enough — to
capture the essence of Sepultura’s late1990’s thrash sound. The Classic’s ability
to accurately resolve complex instrumental
timbres in the lower midrange, upper bass,
and mid bass registers was close to the best
I’ve ever heard; and that’s in comparison to
headphones with retail price tags that are 4

and even 5 times as expensive.
In releasing a 3rd generation version of
their LCD-2 headphones, Audeze’s goals of
cutting the Classic’s weight, dropping its
price, and returning to the warmer sound
of the original pre-Fazor LCD-2 headphones
have all been achieved.
With a price of $799 USD, Audeze’s LCD2
Classic is — by far — the best sounding
sub-$1,500 USD pair of planar magnetic
headphones that I’ve yet heard. Upgrade
the stock OFC cable to an after-market
OCC Silver (Ag) headphone cord and you’ll
hear audiophile calibre sound at, by high end
audio standards, a bargain price.
How good is the LCD2 Classic? Well… I
bought the review pair. No stronger
statement about the stellar sound quality of
any audio product can be made than when
a reviewer ponies up his (or her) own cash
to buy it.
Audeze
www.audeze.com
(714) 581-8010
Distributed in Canada by
Erikson Consumer
www.eriksonconsumer.com
(514) 457-6674
Audeze LCD2 Classic Headphones
Price: $799 US
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